
 •Abandoned •Rejected •Defective
 •Disconnected •Like a Failure  
 •Invalidated •Helpless/Powerless
 •Dissatis�ed •Inferior •Inadequate  
 •Judged •Cheated •Unloved
 •Unaccepted •Ignored •Worthless
 •Unimportant •Don’t measure up
 •Humiliated •Misunderstood

Feelings Words
•Withdraw •Exaggeration •Anger  
•Escalation •Minimize •Act Out 
•Defensiveness •Manipulation  
•Fix-it Mode •Denial •Humor 
•Caretaking •Blaming •Rationalize  
•Catastrophize •Sarcasm   

Reaction Words

Fear

Cycle

(insert from “Feelings” list)

(insert from “Feelings” list)

(insert from “Reactions” list) (insert from “Reactions” list)
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Last Week 07/28/19
Attendance: 458
O�ering: $2,255.36
YTD: $321,066.50
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Today’s message comes from Genesis 3 & Colossians 3 New Living Translation (NLT)

Code of Relationships:
You are made for relationships
     // Life is relationships, the rest is just details
You need love and You need to love

Luke 10:27 
The man answered, “‘You must love the LORD your God with all your heart, all your soul, all your 
strength, and all your mind.’ And, ‘Love your neighbor as yourself.’”

You are made with the capacity to choose
     // Choice equals change

When you get tired of where you are you will choose to change
Stop being a victim of your past and choose a new path
You are made to take responsibility for yourself
Conflict is never just about the other person. The problem you have with another person is often a 
problem you have with yourself

God’s lens is the metric for a healthy relationship.
     // Only when you view it through His lens can you see others the way He sees them and you can see 
yourself the way He sees you
    // To become the man/woman God created me to be is 100% my responsibility

The external problem is rarely the problem
     // All good emotions come from love
     // All bad emotions come from fear

The responsibility of breaking the cycle is YOURS.....  YOU CHOOSE
     // Don't expect the other person to be your solution

Most of us get it, but many of us don't want to give it up


